
   
Preferences 

    

You are A. Which do these famous people prefer?
Ask your partner. (The correct answer is underlined.)   correct    incorrect

     ✓            ✗

1. Which food does Lionardo DiCaprio prefer, American food, Chinese food, or Italian food?

2. Which color does Lionardo DiCaprio like best, blue, yellow, or pink?

3. Which actor does Lionardo DiCaprio like better, Brad Pitt or Robert De Niro?

4. Which fruit does Cameron Diaz prefer, bananas or pineapples?

5. Which kind of music does Cameron Diaz prefer, classical music, heavy metal or jazz?

6. Which subject did Cameron Diaz prefer at school, history, math or science?

Now write questions about yourself. Does your partner know your likes and dislikes?
Underline your preferences. Circle your partner’s answers.

1. Which do I prefer, math, English or P.E?

2. Which do I like better, amusement parks or fireworks displays?

3. Which do I prefer for breakfast, bread, rice or cornflakes?

4. Who do I like better, Brad Pitt or Lionardo DiCaprio?

5. Which television program do I prefer, ......................................., ....................................... or .......................................?

6. Which do I prefer for breakfast, ......................................., ....................................... or .......................................?

7. Which singer do I like better, ....................................... or .......................................?

8. Which do I prefer for dinner, ......................................., ....................................... or .......................................?

9. Which kind of pet do I prefer, ......................................., ....................................... or .......................................?

10. Which drink do I like better, ....................................... or .......................................?

11. Which do I prefer, ......................................., ....................................... or ....................................... ?

12. Which sport do I prefer, ......................................., ....................................... or .......................................?

13. Which school subject do I prefer, ....................................... or .......................................?

14. Who do I like better, ....................................... or .......................................? 
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You are B. Which do these famous people prefer?
Ask your partner. (The correct answer is underlined.)  correct    incorrect

     ✓            ✗

1. Which does Brad Pitt prefer to drink, banana milkshake, coffee or tea?

2. Which does Brad Pitt prefer for dinner, pepperoni pizza, salad or sandwiches?

3. Which does Brad Pitt prefer for breakfast, bread, cornflakes, or pepperoni pizza?

4. Which kind of pet does Mariah Carey prefer, dogs, rabbits or tigers?

5. Which does Mariah Carey like better, amusement parks or fireworks displays?

6. Which does Mariah Carey prefer, land sports or water sports?

Now write questions about yourself. Does your partner know your likes and dislikes?
Underline your preferences. Circle your partner’s answers.

1. Which do I like better, cats or dogs?

2. Which do I prefer for dinner, steak or pizza?

3. Which do I prefer, history, math or science?

4. Who do I like better, Cameron Diaz or Mariah Carey?

5. Which sport do I prefer, ......................................., ....................................... or .......................................?

6. Which drink do I like better, ....................................... or .......................................?

7. Which kind of pet do I prefer, ......................................., ....................................... or .......................................?

8. Which do I prefer for breakfast, ......................................., ....................................... or .......................................?

9. Who do I like better, ....................................... or .......................................?

10. Which do I prefer for dinner, ......................................., ....................................... or .......................................?

11. Which singer do I like better, ....................................... or .......................................?

12. Which television program do I prefer, ......................................., ....................................... or .......................................?

13. Which school subject do I prefer, ....................................... or .......................................?

14. Which do I prefer, ......................................., ....................................... or ....................................... ? 
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